Modelling the relative benefits of using the measles vaccine outside cold chain for outbreak response
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Rapid outbreak response vaccination is a strategy for measles control and elimination. Measles vaccines must be stored and transported within a specified temperature range, but this can present significant challenges when targeting remote populations. Measles vaccine licensure for delivery outside cold chain (OCC) could provide more vaccine transport/storage space without ice packs, and a solution to shorten response times. However, due to vaccine safety and wastage considerations, the OCC strategy will require other operational changes, potentially including the use of 1-dose (monodose) instead of 10-dose vials, requiring larger transport/storage equipment currently achieved with 10-dose vials. These trade-offs require quantitative comparisons of vaccine delivery options to evaluate their relative benefits.

Methods: We developed a modelling framework combining elements of the vaccine supply chain - cold chain, vial, team, and transport equipment types - with a measles transmission dynamics model to compare vaccine delivery options. We compared 10 strategies resulting from combinations of the vaccine supply elements and grouped into three main classes: OCC, partial cold chain (PCC), and full cold chain (FCC). For each strategy, we explored a campaign with 20 teams sequentially targeting 5 locations with 100,000 individuals each. We characterised the time needed to freeze ice packs and complete the campaign (campaign duration), vaccination coverage, and cases averted, assuming a fixed pre-deployment delay before campaign commencement. We performed sensitivity analyses of the pre-deployment delay, population sizes, and two team allocation schemes.

Results: The OCC, PCC, and FCC strategies achieve campaign durations of 50, 51, and 52 days, respectively. Nine of the ten strategies can achieve a vaccination coverage of 80%, and OCC averts the most cases.

Discussion: The OCC strategy, therefore, presents improved operational and epidemiological outcomes relative to current practice and the other options considered.

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Measles outbreaks have surged worldwide and more so in low-income countries, causing severe morbidity and high levels of mortality [1]. Measles is prevented by a safe, cheap and effective vaccine [2]. A high level of vaccination coverage (> 95%) is required to successfully prevent outbreaks. However, there is a stagnation in local-level vaccination coverage in many areas, leading to recurrent outbreaks [1]. In such settings, outbreak response vaccination is a proven strategy for reducing the impact of the outbreaks [3]. The potential impact of an outbreak response vaccination campaign depends on the coverage achieved and the speed with which the campaign is completed relative to outbreak spread. There is, therefore, a desperate need to improve vaccine delivery strategies during outbreak response campaigns [4].

The measles vaccine, being a biological product, has been licensed for storage and use in the cold chain within a recommended temperature range of 2–8 °C [2]. Storing and maintaining the vaccine in this temperature range ensures that it retains its potency and is safe to use [5]. Maintaining this temperature requires the use of freezers, refrigerators, ice packs, special transport and storage equipment, and temperature monitoring devices. This system is collectively known as the cold chain [6]. Using the
cold chain presents extreme challenges in settings with poor electricity, road, and health infrastructure, thereby limiting the ability to achieve high vaccination coverage rapidly [4,7].

A recent study found that the measles vaccine remains stable and efficacious for up to 6 days when exposed to ambient temperatures up to 37 °C and 2 days when exposed to 40 °C, meeting the World Health Organisation’s definition of Extended Controlled Temperature Conditions (ECTC). ECTC refers to “approved short-term temperature conditions, above those defined for long-term storage, transportation and use, for a given product immediately prior to administration” [6]. Consequently, the measles vaccine can, in principle, be used outside cold chain (OCC), if prequalified and relabelled under ECTC. MenAfriVac™, a Meningitis A vaccine, and Gardasil, an HPV vaccine have been labelled for use under ECTC, with growing evidence of significant economic and public health benefits [8–13]. Here, we evaluate the potential logistical and epidemiological benefits of using the measles vaccine OCC for outbreak response campaigns.

Using the measles vaccine OCC under ECTC could have many advantages. The vaccines will be stored and transported in the cold chain to field bases where the final preparations will be done for campaigns. However, teams will not need ice packs to commence the campaign at remote distribution points. This will therefore eliminate the time spent in freezing ice packs before commencing the campaign. This gain in lead time will enable quick commencement, which coupled with a high coverage, can have a significant impact on the outbreak size [14]. The reduction in ice pack needs may also lead to a more efficient use of the available transport capacity.

Our objective was to compare the operational and epidemiological benefits of potential vaccine delivery options, including using the measles vaccine in OCC under ECTC, for outbreak response vaccination. We achieved this by developing a modelling framework that allowed us to evaluate the proposed alternative strategies in terms of three metrics: (a) campaign duration, (b) achieved vaccination coverage, and (c) cases averted.

2. Material and methods

We developed a modelling framework that combines a vaccine supply chain model with a Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Recovered (SEIR) model to characterize the preparation time required to commence and complete a vaccination campaign (campaign duration), the vaccination coverage achieved, and the dynamics of the resulting outbreak happening in parallel (Fig. 1). The individual components of the framework are discussed below.

In formulating a suitable modelling framework to achieve our objective, we used an approach that aligns with the elements of a structured decision framework for evaluating interventions: a clear question/objective, a clear definition of the interventions, the models and modelling approaches for assessing the interventions, and the sources of uncertainties in the decision or recommendation [15,16].

The SEIR modelling framework typically does not explicitly capture the vaccine supply chain processes involved in an outbreak response campaign. Hence, faced with evaluating strategies involving the use of two vial types (10-dose vs. monodose), with or without the full cold chain, and considering different transport and storage equipment with capacity constraints, we developed a modelling framework that could capture these additional elements. We therefore extended the traditional SEIR framework to include a vaccine supply chain model that captured the requirements of the two vial types, cold chain, and equipment and team types along with their relevant characteristics (Fig. 1). The individual models making up the framework will be discussed in later sections.

2.1. Elements of a typical outbreak response vaccination campaign

During outbreak response vaccination campaigns, measles vaccines are stored and transported in passive cold chain equipment [17]. All passive cold chain equipment depends on ice packs to keep the vaccines cold. Additionally, campaigns require active cold chain equipment, for example freezers and refrigerators, which are less mobile and require a continuous power supply to freeze ice packs for transporting the vaccines [17].

RCW25 cold boxes and vaccine carriers are two of the most commonly used types of passive cold chain equipment [17]. RCW25 cold boxes can transport up to 6 times more doses of vaccine than the vaccine carrier but also require more ice packs due to their large internal volume. The RCW25s are often used to store vaccines intermittently during a vaccination session while small quantities of the vaccines are transferred into the vaccine carrier for preparation and administration.

The measles vaccine comes in several vial presentations: monodose (1-dose) and multidose (2-, 5-, or 10-doses per vial). Multidose vials require less passive cold chain compared to monodose vials for the same number of doses. Monodose vials, on the other hand, reduce open vial wastage, where opened multidose vials are discarded if they are not completely used after a certain period [18]. Open vial wastage has the potential to affect vaccine stock during a campaign and negatively impact on the vaccination coverage (proportion of the total population vaccinated).

2.2. The modelled campaign

A typical vaccine supply chain for an outbreak response campaign comprises the levels from top to bottom as shown in Fig. 2. The number of levels and facilities per level may differ based on the context. The OCC strategy can only be applied in the grey-shaded area due to the time constraints activated when the vaccine is exposed to ambient temperatures; we thus focus our model on this part of the vaccine supply chain as measles vaccine is only stable for 2–6 days OCC.

We described an outbreak response campaign (grey rectangle in Fig. 2) as an immunization activity targeting multiple locations in serial order.

Within each location, we categorised the populations as either “near” or “far”. We considered near populations to be those in the urban areas who are easily accessible with a stationary (“fixed post”) team. Far populations on the other hand are those situated in remote, hard-to-reach locations that can only be reached by a mobile team that transports the vaccines either with a vaccine carrier or an RCW25. For traditional cold chain campaigns, an RCW25 is rarely used as transport equipment without an accompanying vaccine carrier.

For OCC, we consider campaigns that do not require passive cold chain, so the use of RCW25s and vaccine carriers (which are designed to maintain temperature using ice packs) is not required. However, since these are standard equipment and the volumes are known, we consider these as the equipment that would be used to transport vaccine doses OCC. We assume that the volume that would normally be allocated to ice packs is available to carry additional doses in the OCC strategies.

We defined two team types to serve the two population categories in a location: fixed post teams serve the near populations and mobile teams serve the far populations. During a campaign in each location, the fixed post teams set up vaccination sites to administer the vaccines. Fixed post teams expect the near population to show up for vaccination. In contrast, the mobile teams actively commute to the far populations to administer the vaccines.
For a complete campaign (Fig. 2), we set up one field base to serve as a hub for preparing and dispatching the two team types to the vaccination sites in 5 locations. We set up the supply chain model to account for the time it takes to undertake two activities at the field base: (a) freezing of ice packs for transporting the vaccines (b) dispatching the fixed post and mobile teams together as one unit. All these activities contribute to the time between the initiation of a campaign and the beginning of vaccination.

We assumed that the campaign is conducted by the two team types in parallel in each location but sequentially between the locations. Furthermore, we assumed that the fixed post and mobile teams work independently at each location but move together to the next location so that the time spent in each location is determined by the slower of the two team types.

In the model, the teams move from one location to the next when the campaign has reached its stopping condition in the previous location. The stopping condition for each location is determined as the minimum of two factors: (a) a fixed campaign duration allowable per location and (b) the time required to achieve 100% vaccination coverage in the location. The stopping condition here is informed by real campaign situations where governments may restrict the vaccination campaigns to a specified duration [4].

2.3. Supply chain model

The supply chain model was formulated to estimate three strategy-dependent outcomes, namely the campaign commencement delay, campaign duration, and vaccination coverage.

Outbreak response vaccination teams can only be dispatched to commence the campaign when they have enough ice packs to transport the vaccines. We therefore formulated the supply chain model to calculate the time required to freeze ice packs to dispatch teams, which we term the commencement delay. The time to freeze ice packs serves as an input to the epidemiological model.

Assuming there are $L$ locations, each with population sizes categorised into near, $N_{near}$, and far, $N_{far}$, we can write the total target population size, $N$, as
N = \sum_{l=1}^{L} N_{\text{near}}(l) + N_{\text{far}}(l) \tag{2.1}

where \( l \) represents a single location and \( 1 \leq l \leq L \). Therefore, each location \( l \) has a total target population of size \( N_l \), which we assumed is known.

Using the total population size of each location, \( N_l \), we calculated how many doses, \( D_l \), of vaccine are needed for the campaign in the first location, \( D_1 \), the second, \( D_2 \), and so on. We adjusted the number of doses with a buffer stock, \( b \), defined as a proportion relative to \( N_l \), to account for damaged vials and other unexpected demand. Also, we assumed an open vial wastage rate, \( w \), associated with each vial type. This kind of adjustment is common practice in vaccine inventory calculations [19].

Therefore, the number doses required for the campaign in location, \( l \), is given as

\[ D_l = N_l(1 + w)(1 + b) \tag{2.1} \]

The amount of passive cold chain equipment needed for the campaign depends on the number of each team type to be dispatched. We assumed based on the Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) measles outbreak management guide [20] that each fixed post has two fixed post teams and required 1 RCW25 and 2 vaccine carriers.

Based on the Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) measles outbreak management guide, the number of ice packs needed for use with the transport equipment depends on the type of transport equipment, ambient temperature, and the number of days after which to replace the ice packs [20]. Ice pack replacement is necessary because the ambient temperature eventually thaws them. We assumed that the ambient temperature would be below 40 °C and that the ice packs required for both equipment types would be replaced each day. Therefore, each vaccine carrier and RCW25 required 6 small ice packs (0.4L) and 12 large ice packs (0.6L) respectively.

We denote the total number of small and large ice packs needed, based on the number of teams, as \( \Theta_{\text{small}} \) and \( \Theta_{\text{large}} \) respectively. We can estimate the time needed to freeze the ice packs given we know the number of freezers and their ice pack freezing rates. For this study, we assumed that the field base uses the MF314 type of freezer, which is the biggest of the freezers often used for MSF’s outbreak response activities [20]. We have provided its specifications in Table S1 in the supplementary material.

Given the number of MF314 freezers, \( f \), at the field base and the number of ice packs that can be frozen per day in one freezer for the small and large ice packs, \( \tau_{\text{small}} \) and \( \tau_{\text{large}} \) respectively, we compute the time it takes to freeze the ice packs, \( \ell_{\text{packs}, l} \), as

\[ \ell_{\text{packs}, l} = \frac{\Theta_{\text{small}} + \Theta_{\text{large}}}{f} \tag{2.2} \]

We defined the team-days, \( d \), as the number of days that would be required in any location by a single team to achieve 100% coverage. We used the team-days to determine how long a campaign would take in each location, assuming a constraint on the campaign duration allowed at each location, and a specified number of available teams. The campaign duration at each location was, therefore, the minimum of the team-days per team type divided by the number of teams, and the maximum campaign duration. If the number of days required to reach 100% coverage was higher than the campaign duration allowed, the vaccination coverage achieved in that location was less than 100%.

The team-days is a function of the effective doses and the team performance, \( P \). The effective doses a team can administer on a given day of the campaign is \( V * (1 - w) \) where \( V \) is the transport capacity, and \( w \) is the open vial wastage rate. The transport capacity, \( V \), is determined by the passive cold chain equipment (vaccine carrier or RCW25 or both) used, and whether the strategy requires ice packs or not (see Table S2). The team-days formula for fixed post, \( d_{\text{fixed}} \), and mobile teams, \( d_{\text{mobile}} \), are therefore given as

\[ d_{\text{fixed}} = \frac{N_{\text{near}}}{\min(V * (1 - w), P_{\text{fixed}})} \tag{2.3} \]

\[ d_{\text{mobile}} = \frac{N_{\text{far}}}{\min(V * (1 - w), P_{\text{mobile}})} \tag{2.4} \]

If there is more than one team working in parallel in a location, the team-days can be allocated between teams to reduce the campaign duration. Let \( T_{\text{fixed}}(l) \) and \( T_{\text{mobile}}(l) \) be the number of fixed post and mobile teams dispatched on a campaign to location, \( l \), with near and far target populations of sizes, \( N_{\text{near}}(l) \) and \( N_{\text{far}}(l) \). Given that a single fixed post team needs \( d_{\text{fixed}}(l) \) team-days and a mobile team needs \( d_{\text{mobile}}(l) \) team-days in this location to achieve 100% coverage, then the per-fixed-team campaign duration assuming all the \( T_{\text{fixed}}(l) \) fixed teams have the same work rate is given as

\[ c_{\text{fixed}}(l) = \frac{d_{\text{fixed}}(l)}{T_{\text{fixed}}(l)} \tag{2.5} \]

while that for mobile team is given by

\[ c_{\text{mobile}}(l) = \frac{d_{\text{mobile}}(l)}{T_{\text{mobile}}(l)} \tag{2.6} \]

Given that the campaign at any location, \( l \), is constrained by a campaign duration \( C_{\text{max}}(l) \), and the campaign duration in any location is determined by the slower of the two team types, then the campaign duration in location \( l \) is given as

\[ C(l) = \min (\max(c_{\text{mobile}}(l), c_{\text{fixed}}(l)), C_{\text{max}}(l)) \tag{2.7} \]

Recall that the campaign commencement delay was derived in (2.2). Combining (2.2) and (2.7), we obtain the campaign duration of a sequential campaign in \( L \) locations as

\[ C(L) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} C(l) \tag{2.8} \]

We assumed that at each location, \( l \), the teams were either constrained by the effective doses, which accounts for open vial wastage, or team performance, \( P \). Therefore, the vaccination coverage of the two population types per location, \( s_p \), where \( p \in \{\text{near, far}\} \), and their corresponding team type \( c \in \{\text{fixed, mobile}\} \), was calculated as

\[ s_p(l) = \frac{T_c(l) * \min(c(l), C_{\text{max}}(l)) * \min(P(l), V * (1 - w))}{N_p(l)} \tag{2.10} \]

Hence, the vaccination coverage across all \( L \) locations is given as

\[ \sum_{l=1}^{L} s_{\text{near}}(l) * N_{\text{near}}(l) + s_{\text{far}}(l) * N_{\text{far}}(l) \tag{2.11} \]

2.4. Epidemiological model

We modelled the transmission dynamics at each location with a deterministic continuous-time compartmental model [21]. This model used the main supply chain outputs - commencement delay, campaign duration, and vaccination coverage by location - as its inputs (Fig. 1). We also assumed a fixed pre-deployment delay, \( \phi \), to account for the time until vaccines arrive at the field base.

We categorised the near and far populations in each location into four disease states: Susceptible (S), Exposed but not yet infectious (E), Infectious (I), and Recovered (R). The system of ordinary differential equations describing the model is as follows
\[
\frac{dS}{dt} = -\beta SI - vQS \\
\frac{dE}{dt} = \beta SI - rE \\
\frac{dl}{dt} = rE - gl \\
\frac{dR}{dt} = vQS + gl
\]

(2.12)

where \(\beta, l/r, 1/g, \) and \(v\) represent respectively the transmission rate, latency period, infectious period, and vaccine efficacy. Additionally, \(Q\) is the vaccination rate obtained by converting the vaccination coverage and campaign duration outcomes from the supply chain model as

\[
\left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\frac{\ln(V+\text{commencement delay})}{\phi} & \text{for } \phi + \text{commencement delay} \leq t \leq \phi + \text{commencement delay} + C(l) \\
0 & \text{elsewhere}
\end{array} \right.
\]

where \(C(l)\) is the campaign duration in location \(l\) derived in (2.7), and \(\phi\) is the pre-deployment delay. We used \(\phi = 0.999\) to slightly scale the vaccination coverage estimated from the supply chain model, to avoid the log transformation above going to infinity when \(v(l) = 1\).

2.5. Main analysis

Using the modelling framework, we simulated the 10 vaccination strategies briefly described in pairs below and summarised individually in Table S3 of the supplementary material.

1. 10-dose in full cold chain (strategy 1a & b): Both fixed post and mobile teams use 10-dose vials transported in passive cold chain equipment (Mobile teams use RCW25s in alternative a or vaccine carriers in alternative b) with ice packs. This strategy is currently in use in most low-income settings.

2. 10-dose OCC (strategy 2a & b): Both fixed and mobile teams use 10-dose vials transported in passive cold chain equipment (Mobile teams use RCW25s in alternative a or vaccine carriers in alternative b) without ice packs.

3. Monodose in full cold chain (strategy 3a & b): This strategy is like (1) except the monodose vials are used instead of 10-dose vials.

4. Monodose OCC (strategy 4a & b): The strategy is like (2) except the monodose vials are used instead of 10-dose vials.

5. Partial cold chain (strategy 5a & b): Fixed post teams use the 10-dose vials in the cold chain, but the mobile teams use the monodose vials OCC and transport them either in RCW25s (a) or vaccine carriers (b).

We ran simulations for each strategy, using a set of parameters from our assumptions, various literature sources, and expert opinion from our MSF collaborators (Table S4 & S5). We obtained the logistical data from the equipment manufacturers’ websites, manuals, and calculations based on the WHO’s Performance, Quality and Safety (PQS) devices catalogue [22].

We simulated a campaign where fixed post and mobile teams were dispatched sequentially to 5 locations of the same arbitrary population sizes. We used a proportional allocation scheme to allocate the two team types subject to a fixed number of teams, so that their sizes were proportional to the target population sizes.

We assumed a pre-deployment delay of 21 days to account for the time until the vaccines arrive at the field base. The choice of pre-deployment delay can influence the cases averted, so we explored its impact through a sensitivity analysis.

For simplicity, we assumed that the outbreaks in each population type and location ran the same course but independent of each other. All the simulations were initialized with the same conditions. We divided the populations at each location into near and far with sizes of 75,000 and 25,000, respectively. Our choice of population sizes was arbitrary.

We initialized the simulations with 75% of the total target populations, \(N\), as immune, \(R(0)\). We assumed that this level of immunity results from previous vaccination or infection with the wildtype virus and reflects a value in the range reported by various sources [3,14,23,24]. We ran the model with no exposed individuals, \(E(0)\), and 10 initially infected individuals, \(I(0)\). The remainder, \(N - E(0) - I(0) - R(0)\), were initially susceptible individuals. The population size remained constant throughout the epidemic. We ran the simulation for 365 days and aggregated the results by strategy based on the outbreak size (total cases) across all 5 locations. Moreover, we constrained the campaign to 10 days per location, similar to what is done in practice [4].

We compared the strategies across all 5 locations based on the supply chain results of campaign duration and vaccination coverage and the cases averted from the epidemiological model results. To obtain the cases averted, we calculated the total outbreak sizes from each strategy across all 5 locations and defined the cases averted as the difference between the total outbreak size of each strategy and strategy 1b (Table S3), which served as the baseline.

2.6. Sensitivity analysis

We conducted two sensitivity analyses. First, we analysed the impact of different sizes of near and far populations, and team allocation schemes at each location on vaccination coverage and campaign duration. We kept every other assumption the same as in the main analysis. The two team allocation schemes we considered were: proportional, where the total teams were allocated to the two team types proportional to the target population type sizes, and equal, where the total teams were allocated to the two team types in an equal split irrespective of the target population size. We allocated the near and far populations at each location so that for a campaign targeting 5 locations each with total population of 100,000, the target population sizes in terms of near and far were in ratios of 1:4; 2:3; 2.5:2.5; 3:2; and 4:1, respectively. To present the results, we provide the mean vaccination coverage for the two team allocation schemes and across all strategies by each near and far population size scenario.

Second, we explored the impact of various pre-deployment delays on the cases averted. We varied pre-deployment delays from 21 to 84 days in steps of 7 days and fixed every other parameter value as in the main analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Main analysis

In the main analysis (Table S4), all strategies, except the monodose in full cold chain with vaccine carrier as the mobile team equipment, achieved high coverage of approximately 80% (Fig. 3). The OCC, partial cold chain, and full cold chain strategies took 50, 51, and 52 days to complete respectively, regardless of the transport equipment used (Fig. 3).

All the full cold chain strategies resulted in either the same or fewer cases averted than the baseline strategy of 10-dose vials in full cold chain, using vaccine carriers for the mobile teams (Strategy 1b in Table S3). The partial cold chain strategies averted more cases than the baseline, but the OCC strategies averted the most cases relative to the baseline (Fig. 4).
3.2. Sensitivity analyses

3.2.1. Impact of varying population sizes and team allocation schemes on vaccination coverage and duration

The proportional team allocation scheme always leads to a higher or equal vaccination coverage relative to the equal team allocation and scales monotonically as the proportion of near to far population increases (Fig. 5). The equal team allocation results in proportionately lower coverage when the near population is either small or large.

3.2.2. Impact of pre-deployment delay on the cases averted

The OCC strategies avert the most cases when there is a short pre-deployment delay (Fig. 6). The partial cold chain and full cold chain strategies follow respectively in terms of the number of the cases averted, except the monodose full cold chain with vaccine carrier as transport equipment. The difference in cases averted between the strategies, however, decreases as the delay increases. The strategies at this time point are similar in terms of cases averted. These results show a clear relationship between the delay before a campaign is deployed and the cases that could potentially be averted.

4. Discussion

We have found that the OCC strategies could result in campaigns with shorter durations and a greater number of cases averted. The shorter campaign duration is because there is no initial delay in campaign commencement due to the elimination of the need for ice packs to transport the vaccines in the last mile of the campaign. During measles outbreak response vaccination, a quick response, assuming no loss of vaccination coverage, is always preferable in minimizing outbreak size [15,25–27].

We have developed a modelling framework for evaluating the potential use of the measles vaccine OCC for outbreak response. The framework allows us to compare alternative strategies based on vaccination coverage, campaign duration, and cases averted. We estimated the time it takes to freeze ice packs prior to dispatching vaccination teams for a campaign. We used this to represent the delay to commence a campaign requiring the cold chain. Moreover, the framework calculates the total operational time to complete a campaign (campaign duration) targeting several locations with a given number of teams, and the expected vaccination coverage. These outcomes are natural inputs to an epidemiological model for simulating transmission dynamics to quantify the number of cases averted through a series of intermediate steps.
We have observed a clear rank of the strategies in our analysis of the supply chain and epidemiological outcomes. We have found that the OCC strategies are always best in terms of campaign duration and cases averted, followed by the partial cold chain strategies, and the full cold chain strategies. All but one of the strategies achieve the same high vaccination coverage (80%), but the absolute value of coverage is subject to our assumptions. Therefore, if the choice is to use the vaccines outside of cold chain, it does not matter what passive cold chain equipment the mobile teams use since, not needing ice packs, they all allow for enough dose transport capacity at no cost of time.

The benefits of the OCC strategies are subject to several logistical challenges including pre-deployment delays, team allocation schemes, and team performance. Even though the strategy could potentially avert more cases due to reduced campaign commencement delays, the magnitude of the pre-deployment delay could diminish the benefit of averting more cases (Fig. 6). Moreover, the strategy’s potential vaccination coverage depends on the team allocation scheme used. When the total teams available are allocated to the fixed post and mobile teams in proportion to the size of the near and far populations, the strategy yields a much higher coverage than when the teams are allocated equally regardless of the target population. The potential benefits of the OCC strategy therefore can only be fully harnessed by implementing it rapidly and with the appropriate team allocation scheme.

We used three phenomena to synthesize the factors that affect the success of a campaign: pre-deployment delays, campaign duration (that is, the sum of the campaign commencement delays and the time it takes to complete a campaign), and vaccination coverage. When a measles outbreak is ongoing, the susceptible population diminishes quite quickly in the absence of an intervention. Hence, for a strategy with the potential to achieve a high coverage, if the campaign starts late when there are not as many susceptible individuals to be vaccinated, the full potential of the campaign might not be achieved. Secondly, given that most outbreak response activities are constrained to a limited time in each location, the time it takes to complete a campaign must be used efficiently by channelling adequate resources into the campaign. This can be achieved, for example, by dispatching the needed teams to complete the campaign within the given campaign duration. This was apparent in our sensitivity analysis that examined dispatching teams in proportion to the population size (Fig. 5). The potentially high coverage expected of a strategy can be hindered if the logistical needs, for example teams and transport equipment, for achieving such a high coverage are not met. This may explain the low coverages stated in the literature [4].

We have identified the operational constraints associated with the monodose and 10-dose vials in and outside cold chain. We have found that the large volume per dose of the monodose vial means it is never optimal for use with the conventional vaccine carrier, especially in the cold chain. If a larger carrier (example, an RCW25 cold box) is used, then both the monodose and 10-dose strategies can carry enough doses to meet the expected team performance and are thus equivalent (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). The decision to use OCC strategies should be accompanied by a thorough understanding of how many vaccines need to be transported on each day of the campaign. Dispatched teams will have to transport enough doses to achieve the team performance while simultaneously minimizing how many vaccines are exposed to ambient temperature. Vaccines that are exposed for longer than the specified duration will have to be discarded, counting as wastage, and could impact the cost of campaigns. Operationalizing the use of measles vaccine outside cold chain will require accurate methods for monitoring vaccine stability during exposure to ambient temperatures, including in real time [5, 28, 29]. Future modelling work may also be important to characterize the

---

**Fig. 6.** Impact of pre-deployment delay on cases averted. Strategies are ranked based on the cases averted. Cold chain strategies are illustrated in turquoise, partial cold chain strategies in gold, and OCC strategies in orange. Filled shapes represent strategies with the monodose vials only. Shapes with a stroke but no fill represent strategies using the 10-dose. Mixed strategies are represented by shapes with both fill and stroke. The circles and triangles represent respectively the strategies with mobile teams using RCW25 and vaccine carrier as transport equipment. Points of the same (x, y) position are shifted vertically to prevent overlap but have the same value. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
uncertainties in team performance to understand the interplay between vaccine usage and wastage during campaigns and how it affects the outcomes studied here.

This study has several limitations. We assumed that the populations mix homogeneously. Population mixing patterns are often heterogeneous and complex and our assumption was made for the sake of simplicity. We also assumed that the locations had the same total population sizes and experienced independent epidemics but with the same underlying dynamics. Epidemics in different locations are never the same in every respect. Additionally, the model did not account for population migration and movement between the locations. We know that populations are often interconnected and therefore have some possibility of importing infections [30].

Measles vials come in monodose (1-dose), 2-, 5-, and 10-dose presentations. The 2- and 5-dose vials were not evaluated for several reasons. First, we have shown that the vial size does not limit the outcomes of the outside cold chain strategies. Our preliminary calculations indicated that the 2- and 5-dose vials would provide enough doses to meet the teams’ daily needs and hence, any further analyses would produce similar results. Secondly, because measles vaccine does not contain preservatives, only the monodose vials have been recommended for use outside cold chain [7]. We included the 10-dose vials in the analyses for comparison as it is the most used option during outbreak response vaccination in the cold chain.

We also defined the routine vial wastage and team performance as inputs to the model, meaning that the teams know ahead of time the population sizes that will turn out for vaccination and hence how many vaccines to transport. This assumption could be modified, for example by treating the population sizes presenting for vaccination as a stochastic variable.

We also assumed that the campaign would occur sequentially across locations, but in some campaigns, teams are dispatched in parallel to several locations at the same time. All these limitations reflect the fact that models are an abstraction of real phenomena and do not reflect the exact occurrences. Therefore, our findings aim to aid in decision-making but do not represent exact expectations of any future campaigns being planned with measles vaccines using an OCC strategy.

5. Conclusion

Conducting measles outbreak response campaigns in the cold chain in low-income countries requires dealing with many logistical challenges. OCC campaigns have the potential to speed up measles outbreak response and reduce the time it takes to complete campaigns, achieving high vaccination coverage, and averting a high number of cases. The benefits presented by this alternative strategy could enhance the control and elimination of measles. We therefore recommend that the various vaccine stakeholders consider prioritising the licensure, prequalification, and relabelling of the appropriate measles vaccines for OCC use under ECTC.
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